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October 5, 2018 REF: EXE-241-18

Honorable Members of the City Council 
c/o City Clerk, Room 395, City Hall 
City of Los Angeles 
Room 395, City Hall 
Los Angeles, Ca 90012

Attn: Information Technology and General Services Committee

Subject: PROCUREMENT SYSTEM - PHASE I & II UPDATE (C.F. 15-1507-S1)

The City Council, through CF 15-1507-S1 (Motion Rodriguez/O'Farrell) directed the 
Information Technology Agency, with the assistance of General Services Department, to 
report on any modifications to the procurement system for Commodities and Construction 
projects, including changes to internal City processes and whether the new procurement 
system has enhanced the delivery of city services, and to include metrics to quantify the 
savings from procurement automation. The ITA, with the assistance of GSD and other 
departments, was further directed to report on the progress of the Citywide Procurement 
System Project Phase lll and the integration of potential Phase lll reforms with Phases l 
and ll.

BACKGROUND
This project has produced multiple Council reports as it has been heard in various 
committees and hearings. To provide a comprehensive response to this Council motion, 
without fully re-stating the previous reports, the ITA has also incorporated two previous 
reports (Exhibits A and B) to provide an extensive background.

Exhibit A, a report to the Information Technology Oversight Committee, dated October 
19, 2016, (CF13-1255) and approved by Council November 23, 2016, proposed Phase I 
of procurement reform, vendor self-service to fully automate Commodities procurement, 
and authorized the inclusion of the additional programming work necessary to accomplish 
it in the CGI contract. The report introduced the potential for future enhancements for 
construction and service contracts through the creation of a contract automation system.

Exhibit B, ITA’s report to the Jobs Committee dated March 22, 2017, details at length the 
work of the Procurement Reform and Technology Working Group, including their key
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findings on the shortcomings of the existing procurement process, the functions and 
relationships among the existing systems involved in that process, and options to 
automate the procurement process. The report discusses the options posed to the 
Procurement Reform and Technology Working Group, ranging from a new off-the-shelf 
system to building a custom solution. It discusses the rationale for the current approach 
and the integration existing platforms familiar to vendors (e.g. BAVN, FMS, etc). The 
report was endorsed by the Jobs Committee and provided the direction for ITA to proceed 
with Phase 2 of procurement reform, which was subsequently funded in the 2017-18 
budget in the amount of $1.6M. Exhibits A and B provide a detailed background for how 
each phase of procurement reform has built upon the next.

OVERVIEW
Starting in 2016, the Information Technology Agency (ITA) was instructed through City 
Council Motion 15-1507 (Krekorian/Martinez), to work closely with the Office of the Mayor, 
Office of the Controller, Office of the City Attorney, General Services Department (GSD), 
Public Works Bureau of Contract Administration, and City Administrative Officer to do the 
following:

1. Develop a Procurement Reform & Technology Working Group,
2. Research better processes and technologies for procurement, and
3. Identify options for an electronic Contract Management System.

From this collaborative effort, the multi-department Procurement Reform & Technology 
Working Group produced and reported the following key findings back to Council:

Previous City of Los Angeles procurement processes were lengthy and difficult for 
vendors (especially small businesses) to navigate (averaging 432 days from 
initiation to contract per Mayor’s Office O-Team)

The legacy procurement process was highly manual and lacked digital 
technologies that would simplify the process for businesses, automate the process 
for City departments, and metricize the process for City management.

The City of Los Angeles needed a Contract Management System.

The agreed approach was to maximize and integrate existing FMS, BAVN, and 
Documentum investments as the City Contract Management System. 
recommended by the Working Group, the agreed approach utilized existing City 
investments, leveraged known strengths of existing City platforms, and allowed a 
phased implementation approach that would be a fraction of the cost of other 
alternatives.

As

Following the direction of the Mayor and Council, the Information Technology Agency 
(ITA) and department partners initiated the Procurement Reform Project to create a 
Citywide Procurement System, digitizing the procurement process from the creation of 
the bid opportunity by the City department to the publishing of the opportunity in BAVN to
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the electronic submission of bid responses all the way to finalized contract and 
subsequent vendor payments. The first phase of the project was completed in July 2017, 
focusing on commodity purchases and inventory. The second phase of the project is 
focused on construction contracts. Funding for the second phase was included as part 
of the FY17-18 adopted budget, and it is schedule to go-live in November 2018. The third 
phase was partially funded and planned to begin in December 2018, however, the ITA 
will take a checkpoint with the Mayor’s Office before beginning this phase.

PHASE I UPDATE
The first phase of the project was completed in July 2017, focusing on commodity 
purchases and inventory. The Vendor Self Service (VSS) module that was implemented 
as part of the new commodities procurement system in July, 2017, allows General 
Services Department to electronically create a commodity bid opportunity within FMS, 
and post the opportunity in LABAVN, an interface that is well known and utilized by the 
business community. The VSS interface has been redesigned to have the look and feel 
of LABAVN, so when bidders access the VSS module to electronically submit their bid 
responses, they are working through a familiar system.

GSD is able to compare bids and select a proposer, award the bid and create the 
commodity contract within the FMS system. Once the contract is awarded and work is 
performed, the vendor can submit their invoice for payment through VSS, and track the 
payment status. All the legal documents related to the business opportunity are 
electronically housed in FMS making that the "system of record” repository for all 
commodity procurements conducted by the GSD.

The Purchase Order (P.O.) creation process and Inventory tracking were also 
improved. Placing an order now can be done similar to ordering from Amazon; buyers 
click on an item in the vendor’s catalog and that product information automatically 
populates the PO.saving users the previous effort of manually entering all information. On 
the Inventory side, the mobile application has fully digitized inventory management and 
eliminated paper forms.

Phase I Benefits

Makes Los Angeles more business friendly for vendors
Online bid submittal for commodities allows for more competition and 
improved participation by small, local and disadvantaged businesses. 
Bidders responded to more than 1,000 Bid Solicitations using VSS during 
FY 2018
Solicitations created in LABAVN are posted and distributed to registered 
users automatically
Vendors can see account information and make quick & easy updates 
Provides up-to-date contract and payment request status 
Invoices are submitted electronically, expediting payment
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Improves productivity for City employees
Improved productivity of warehouse staff by allowing them to roam the 
warehouse for on-the-spot barcode scanning and management 
Integration of the Procurement System with the Financial System means 
end-users have access to real-time budget information when creating their 
orders.

PHASE II UPDATE
The second phase of the Citywide Procurement System project is focused on construction 
contracts. While Phase I was focused on commodity procurement, which is highly 
centralized and streamlined under GSD, Phase II represents the beginning of automating 
service contracts.
knowledgeable and skilled advisors during the development of this next phase of the 
project. Phase II centers on automating creation of construction contracts by tracking 
and compilation of forms and the typical contract documents - a negotiated statement of 
work, terms and conditions (Standard Provisions), and payment schedule - all of which 
can be managed through a document management system.

The subject matter experts in Public Works are also highly

By upgrading and modernizing the City's forms to the Adobe forms platform, and 
integrating that with the City’s current document management system, Documentum 
Contract Lifecycle Management (CLM), ITA has developed a contract creation and 
management tool which will reveal which components of the contract creation process 
are the most time consuming, and potentially provide the best cost per effort return if 
modified through a business process improvement review. Once a bid is awarded, staff 
will start with a contract template that includes standard City wording with clear version 
management and reporting tools.

ITA has additionally utilized CLM to create workflows that mirror the City’s construction 
contracting processes, in other words the contracting process is built into the system, 
guiding the user through each step the contracting process, ensuring adherence to all 
process requirements and standards (a big plus for a rapidly retiring workforce with high 
turnover). CLM provides visibility throughout the contracting process driving productivity 
increases, cycle time reductions, and regulatory compliance.

Phase II Benefits
Reduces the City’s bid and contract development cycle time 
Provides visibility into the full procurement process and reveals common points of 
delay
Working with standard templates improves consistency and reduces errors of 
omission
Mandatory Ethics reports can be auto-generated
Captures the knowledge of experienced staff and effectively translates it to guide 
new staff
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Bid submittal guidance and validation reduces nonresponsive bids. System alerts 
contractors when required information has not been completed and directs them 
to provide missing information.
Online bid submittal saves vendor time and money.
Introduces numerous efficiencies and benefits (see Phase II - Example of New 
Efficiency below)

Phase II - Example of New Efficiency (YouTube Bid Videos)
In the extensive process of documenting the user requirements for construction 
contracting, ITA identified an opportunity to address an immediate need for the Bureau of 
Engineering (BOE).

Currently project managers from BOE spend an inordinate amount of time burning 
CDs/DVDs to distribute video footage of repair sites to contractors. Having highly trained 
engineers burning and distributing this obsolete medium is a suboptimal use of time both 
for the PM’s and the contractors, many of whom do not own computers or optical drives 
and rely on mobile devices, smartphones and tablets, as their primary computing device. 
Contractor feedback of this process was having to seek out an optical drive was both 
time-consuming and inconvenient and it represented an impediment to their responding. 
ITA created a YouTube verified City of Los Angeles channel - the only verified YouTube 
channel in the City of Los Angeles. BOS/BOE's Wastewater Conveyance Division has 
already used this channel, significantly reducing the time spent posting bid videos for the 
recently advertised North Outfall Sewer (NOS) project. The time savings for this project 
alone is over one FTE day, nearly 10 hours. Contractor feedback was overwhelmingly 
positive, with specific comments citing the benefits and convenience of accessing the 
videos in the field from a mobile device.

YouTube channel for bid videos: LA BAVN Bid
https://www.voutube.com/channel/UCKPeVPYKDAFoqOOW zo3x2Q

Videos:

PHASE III UPDATE
Phase III was proposed to expand the Citywide Procurement System across all service 
contracts. Leveraging the investments and software development from Phases I and II, 
the ITA and partner City departments planned to establish standardized templates, 
automated workflow, and insightful reporting for all remaining contract types. This phase 
of the project was set to begin in December of 2018, leveraging funding allocated in the 
FY2018-19 budget. Before development in Phase III will begin, the ITA will take a 
checkpoint with the Mayor’s Office, Chief Procurement Officer, and partner departments 
before proceeding.

REQUESTED METRICS FOR SAVINGS THROUGH PROCUREMENT AUTOMATION
As the technology arm of the Citywide Procurement System, the ITA looks to our subject 
matter experts in the procurement process to establish relevant metrics to assess the 
success of an automated procurement system. The following are metrics that the ITA 
has compiled through our discussions.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCKPeVPYKDAFoqOOW_zo3x2Q
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCKPeVPYKDAFoqOOW_zo3x2Q
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• Base Metrics
1. Number of Form Submissions Each Year
2. Average hourly rate for employees completing and processing forms
3. Average hourly rate for employees that sign documents

• Reduced Error Correction & Manual Updates
1. Percentage of forms submissions are incorrect and require manual 

updates
2. Length of time it takes to manually update form submission errors (min)

• Reduced Data Re-Keying
1. Percentage of form submissions that need data re-keying into back-end 

system
2. Length of time it takes to re-key data into back-end system (min)

• Estimated savings from printing, scanning, postage, and archiving for 
each form submitted

• Reduced Signature Cycle Time
1. Average number of signatures needed per forms submitted
2. Length of time to review and sign forms submitted (min)

CLOSING
The Citywide Procurement System project has already streamlined and improved various 
processes in the City of Los Angeles procurement process, allowing for parallel workflow, 
reporting on bottlenecks, and improved vendor experiences. Additionally, by 
standardizing forms, leveraging digital access to procurement documents required for 
accurate bidding, the processes and/or approvals for procurement contract creation 
continue to reduce the City’s procurement cycle, resulting in stronger contracts, increased 
productivity in vendor/City engagements, and higher quality contracts.

If you have any questions or would like further information regarding this report, please 
contact me or Joyce Edson, Assistant General Manager, at 213-978-3311.

Respectfully Submitted,

Ted Ross 
General Manager

Cc: Miguel Sangalang, Mayor’s Office 
Emmett McOsker, Mayor’s Office 
Felicia Orozco, CD7 
Angelo Yenko, CD13
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Cecilia Castillo, CD3 
Tony Royster, GSD 
Deborah Ramos, GSD 
John Trevgoda, GSD 
John Reamer, PW-BCA 
Gary Lee Moore, PW-ENG 
Trina Unzicker, CAO 
Timothy Grant, CLA
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EXHIBIT A
ORM GEN. 160 (REV. 6-80)

CITY OF LOS ANGELES
INTER-DEPARTMENTAL CORRESPONDENCE

DATE: October 19, 2016 REF: FAS-212-16

TO: Information Technology Oversight Committee

FROM: Ted Ross, CIO & General Manager 
Information Technology Agency

SUBJECT: PROCUREMENT REFORM REPORT

RECOMMENDATIONS
That the Information Technology Oversight Committee (ITOC) approve and forward the 
following recommendations to Council for approval:

Authorize the General Services Department (GSD), the Information Technology 
Agency (ITA), and the Controller, in conjunction with CGI Technologies and 
Solutions, Incorporated, to proceed with the configuration and expansion of the 
acquired Vendor Self-Service (VSS) module in FMS 2.0 to provide full 
automation of the commodities procurement process. This work will be done via 
a Change Notice to City Contract C-124658; and,]

1.

2. Authorize the General Manager of the ITA, or his designee, to 
execute Amendment No.1 to City Contract C-124658 with CGI Technologies and 
Solutions, Incorporated, to increase the contract spending authority by $934,840 
from $19,800,182 to $20,735,022 to accommodate this Change Notice.

SUMMARY
Like most government entities, the City of Los Angeles procurement process has grown 
over decades due to increased purchasing, regulatory compliance, and City ordinances. 
This has resulted in a process that is almost unanimously perceived as lengthy, 
complex, and difficult for vendors, especially small businesses, to navigate. Pursuant to 
City Council Motion (Krekorian/Martinez), Council File No. 15-1507, the ITA has been 
working closely with the Office of the Mayor, Office of the Controller, Office of the City 
Attorney, GSD, Public Works Bureau of Contract Administration, and City Administrative 
Officer to research and identify technologies/business process improvements that would 
substantially improve this situation. As a part of this research, the ITA, GSD, and 
Controller’s Office identified a near term improvement that should be incorporated into 
the existing FMS 2.0 Procurement project (CF 13-1255). As a result of this opportunity, 
our department’s request the Information Technology Oversight Committee approve the 
expansion of the FMS 2.0 VSS module to accommodate full automation of commodity 
procurement, and the concomitant contract authority increase, detailed within this 
report.
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Existing Procurement Process & Technologies
Before proposing a Contract Management System or technologies that could improve 
the state of procurement, the Procurement Reform & Technology Working Group 
examined the current procurement process and technologies already in place. Based 
upon the research and discussions, the group created a simplified diagram (Diagram A) 
to illustrate a basic City procurement process, assigning the steps as completed by the 
business community, City departments, or jointly.

Diagram A - Current Technology State of City Procurement Process

Procurement Process Summary (As Is)
Business Community

Submit Bid

Questions
About

Opportunity

Contract 
Creation & 
Approval

Publish
Opportunity

Performance 
& Payment

Review & 
Select Bid

Create
Opportunity

I i = Mostly Manual 

■=BAVN 

n = FMSCity Departments

Diagram A Observations:
Existing process is highly manual and lacks supporting technologies 
Requires substantial processing by City Departments 
Poor visibility into process by City Management

Based on these observations, the Working Group identified the following critical success 
factors for a proposed process (aka "to-be” state):

Business Community ^ Needs simplification 
City Departments ^ Needs automation 
City Management ^ Needs metricizing

Proposed Technology Solution
The Procurement Reform & Technology Working Group will be recommending a Hybrid 
Solution which will leverage existing systems and productivity platforms as the best near
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term solution. If approved and funded, the group proposes the following "guiding 
principles” for the proposed solution:

Leverage existing technology investments and platforms 
Configuration NOT Customization where possible
Emphasis on user experience (UX) for business community and City employees 
Leverage Proof of Concepts where no current system exists 
Continual improvement and iteration 
Enter Once, Access Many Systems

During the course of this research, there was an immediate opportunity presented by 
the FMS 2.0 project. The automation of the GSD-controlled Commodities Procurement 
Process can be implemented immediately, leveraging FMS 2.0 and the Business 
Assistance Virtual Network (BAVN), with configuration and minor modifications to both 
systems. This opportunity is unique to the fact that the FMS 2.0 project is getting ready 
for launch in July 2017. Making these changes now will allow system configuration to 
occur, staff to be trained, and key benefits in commodity purchases to be realized.

Commodities Procurement Process:
In reviewing the analysis of the procurement process that the Mayor’s Operations 
Innovation Team has done, and in consultation with GSD, BCA and CAO. ITA has 
evaluated the features and functions of BAVN and the system upgrade and expansion 
of the Financial Management System (FMS 2.0) which will replace the legacy Supply 
Maintenance System (SMS) and will inject a strong technical foundation into the 
procurement process.

Based on this evaluation of process and existing technical tools and platforms, our 
departments have determined that a phased approach to automating and streamlining 
the total - commodity, construction and services - procurement process is possible, and 
work should begin immediately, starting with the commodities procurement process.

This Procurement Reform Project would leverage the work currently being done to 
integrate the functionality of the legacy Supply Maintenance System (SMS) into the 
upgraded Financial Management System (FMS 2.0). This project to replace SMS is 
scheduled for launch in July, 2017 and will add a Vendor Self-Service functionality 
which will be configured to automate the Performance & Payment for the vendor.

Because the commodities procurement process is handled solely by a single 
department - GSD, the commodities procurement follows a very structured process and 
workflow, and because there is a single and consistent process workflow, it has been 
determined that commodities automation can be taken on immediately. The Vendor 
Self-Service (VSS) module in FMS 2.0 can be configured and expanded to provide full 
automation of the commodities procurement process.

The expanded VSS module will allow GSD to electronically create the commodity bid 
opportunity within FMS 2.0; the opportunity will then be published and managed through 
BAVN, an interface that is well known and utilized by the business community. Secured
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access will allow businesses to register and create business profiles that can eventually 
be used across all public facing applications and City websites. Bidders will utilize their 
business profiles to securely access the FMS 2.0 VSS module to electronically submit 
their bid responses, and the VSS module will be designed to maintain the "look and 
feel” of the user interface standard that the business community is accustomed to with 
BAVN, to create a seamless user experience.

GSD will then be able to compare and select an appropriate vendor’s response to the 
bid opportunity, award the bid and create the commodity contract within the FMS 2.0 
system. The vendor will perform the awarded work and then again, use their business 
profile to securely submit their invoice for payment through VSS. FMS 2.0 will process 
the vendor’s invoice, and the vendor can track the payment status through the VSS 
interface. Because all the legal documents related to the business opportunity have 
been submitted electronically to FMS 2.0, FMS 2.0 will now be a complete "system of 
record” repository for all commodity procurements conducted by the GSD on behalf of 
the City. This will enable the City to utilize FMS 2.0 as the source database for all 
metrics and statistic generation, including the measures required by the Ethics 
Department according to Los Angeles Municipal Code § 49.5.11.

The expansion of the FMS 2.0 VSS module to accommodate full automation of 
commodity procurements will cost $934,840, and it will be executed via a Change 
Notice to the current CGI FMS contract. The table below shows the implementation 
services and related costs.

Implementation Services Amount

$ 179,520Define Business Process and Configure Software

$ 261,640User Interface Updates, and Expanded Functionality

$ 119,680Reports Development

$ 269,280Integrated Testing and User Acceptance Testing

$ 104,720Training

$ 934,840TOTAL

Procurement Beyond Commodities
To continue the effort to streamline and automate the remaining City procurement 
functions - construction and services - the Working Group has begun requirements 
studies with the departments that are most active in the two (2) other procurement 
areas - Construction and Services. Preliminary results from these meetings indicate 
that is possible to utilize a common procurement methodology and automate 
components of both the construction and services procurement processes with minor 
modifications to both processes. Further requirements gathering will be necessary to
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determine the type and number of modifications needed to the construction and service 
processes, but it appears that construction and some service bid opportunities could 
follow the process laid out by the commodities procurement process, up to the 
management and creation of the contract process. The details of this proposal will be 
documented in the ITA report for Council Motion (Krekorian/Martinez), Council File No. 
15-1507.

Diagram B - Proposed Technology State of City Procurement Process

Procurement Process Summary (Proposed)
Business Community

Needs Good UX!
Submit Bid

Contract 
Creation & 
Approval - 

CommoditiesQuestions
About

Opportunity

Publish
Opportunity

Performance 
& Payment

irvices

Review & 
Select Bid

Create
Opportunity H = Mostly Manual 

■=BAVN 

H = FMS 

|| = Doct Mgt PilotCity Departments

Identified Benefits
The ITA, GSD, and Controller’s Office have identified the following benefits:

1. Greatly improved efficiency for substantial portion of City’s procurement process 
(commodity purchases)

2. Improved vendor experience (streamlined, self-service website for viewing bids, 
applying for bids, monitoring bid status, submitting invoices for payment, viewing 
invoice payment status, etc)

3. Provides holistic metrics of City’s procurement process for commodities (e.g. 
length of procurement cycle, types of vendors involved in bid process, reasons 
for bid rejection, etc)

4. Provide a basis and baseline for procurement process analytics
5. Establishes framework for future automation of City’s procurement process (e.g. 

services, construction, etc)
6. Utilizes core functionality within technology that the City currently owns, and 

maximizes the functionality and stability of the City’s FMS system
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FISCAL IMPACT STATEMENT
Approving these recommendations will have no fiscal impact on the General Fund. The 
General Services Department has identified savings of $934,840 in its current budget to 
fund the configuration and expansion of the VSS module in FMS 2.0. The minimal 
modifications to BAVN to allow for seamless integration between the FMS 2.0 bid 
processing and the publications of the bid opportunities, estimated at $10,000, will be 
funded by ITA.

If you have any questions or would like further information regarding this report, please 
feel free to contact me or Joyce Edson, Assistant General Manager, at 213-978-3311.

Attachment: Contract Amendment #1 to Agreement C-124658

Matt Szabo, Office of the Mayor
John Chavez, Office of the Mayor
Miguel Santana, City Administrative Officer
Ben Ceja, Asst. City Administrative Officer
Claudia Aguilar, Office of the City Administrative Officer
Jody Yoxsimer, Office of the City Administrative Officer
Karen Kalfayan, Chief Legislative Analyst
Mandana Khatibshahidi, Office of the Chief Legislative Analyst
Matt Crawford, Office of the Controller
Rashad Mfume, Office of the Controller
Deborah Ramos, General Services Department
Laurel Lightner, Assistant City Attorney
ITA Executive Team

cc:



CONTRACT AMENDMENT NUMBER 1 TO AGREEMENT C-124658 
BETWEEN THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES

AND
CGI TECHNOLOGIES AND SOLUTIONS INC. 

FOR THE FMS 2.0 PROJECT

This Contract Amendment Number 1 ("Amendment”) to Agreement No. 
C-124658 (the "Agreement”) dated September 25, 2014, by and between the City 
of Los Angeles, California, a municipal corporation (hereinafter referred to as the 
"CITY") and CGI Technologies and Solutions Inc. (hereinafter referred to as 
"Contractor” or "CGI”), with reference to the following facts.

On September 25, 2014 the City Clerk attested to the Agreement 
for the Financial Management System 2.0 Project (FMS 2.0 Project, aka SMS 
Replacement), as defined therein, in the Project Price amount of Seventeen 
Million, Six Hundred Thousand, One Hundred and Eighty Two Dollars 
($17,600,182).

A.

On February 16, 2016 the parties entered into Change Notice 
Number 1 in the amount of One Million, Four Hundred Forty Eight Thousand, 
Seven Hundred and Forty Dollars ($1,448,740) in order to add new software 
modification deliverables CGI-20.13 and CGI-20.14 and corresponding payment 
Milestones.

B.

On or around November 4, 2016, the parties entered into Change 
Notice Number 2 in the amount of Seven Hundred Nineteen Thousand and 
Ninety Five Dollars ($719,095) in order to: (i) add new software modification 
deliverables CGI-20.15 thru CGI-20.17 and corresponding payment Milestones 
(ii) add new vendor self-service commodity online bidding deliverables CGI-19.4, 
CGI-19.5, CGI-20.18 thru CGI-20.24, CGI-25.5, CGI-25.6, CGI-29.4, CGI-30.10, 
CGI-32.6, and CGI-36.2 and corresponding payment Milestones; (iii) delete 
CAFR support deliverables CGI-39.1 thru CGI-39.4 and corresponding payment 
Milestones; and (iv) remove technical post-implementation support for 
deliverables CGI-37.7 thru CGI-37.12 and modify corresponding payment 
Milestones.

C.

As of the date of last signature affixed to this Amendment 
("Effective Date”) the parties desire to enter into this Amendment to increase the 
Contract Sum and contingency amount by Nine Hundred Thirty Four Thousand, 
Eight Hundred and Forty Dollars ($934,840).

D.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and for other good 
and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby 
acknowledged, the parties hereby agree to this Amendment as follows:

FMS 2.0 Project - City of Los Angeles, CA 
CGI Technologies and Solutions, Inc. 
October 16, 2016

Agreement No. C-124658. Contract Amendment No. 1
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Definitions. Capitalized terms used but not defined in this 
Amendment will have the meanings indicated for them in the Agreement.

1.

2. Increase in Contract Sum. The Project Price identified in 
Subparagraph 17.4.1. (General) of Subparagraph 17.4 (PROJECT PRICE; 
CONTRACT SUM) of Paragraph 17 (PAYMENT TERMS) of the Agreement 
remains unchanged at Nineteen Million, Seven Hundred Sixty Eight Thousand, 
and Seventeen Dollars ($19,768,017). The contingency amount, against which 
the City will write Change Notices, is hereby increased by Nine Hundred Thirty 
Four Thousand, Eight Hundred and Forty Dollars ($934,840) from Thirty Two 
Thousand, One Hundred and Sixty Five Dollars ($32,165) to Nine Hundred Sixty 
Seven Thousand and Five Dollars ($967,005). The Contract Sum is hereby 
increased by Nine Hundred Thirty Four Thousand, Eight Hundred and Forty 
Dollars ($934,840) from Nineteen Million Eight Hundred Thousand, One Hundred 
and Eighty Two Dollars ($19,800,182) to Twenty Million, Seven Hundred Thirty 
Five Thousand, and Twenty Two Dollars ($20,735,022).

Amendments. No amendment, modification, or supplement to this 
Amendment shall be binding on either party unless it is in writing and duly 
executed by the parties in interest at the time of the modification.

3.

Entire Agreement. Except as expressly and specifically changed 
hereby, the Agreement shall remain in full force and effect. There are no other 
agreements, representations, or warranties between or among the parties, 
written or oral, concerning the subject matter hereof.

4.

Headings and Labels. Article, section, and subsection titles and 
captions contained in this Contract Amendment Number 1 are inserted as a 
matter of convenience and for reference and in no way define, limit, extend, or 
describe the scope of this Amendment or the intent of any of its provisions.

5.

FMS 2.0 Project - City of Los Angeles, CA 
CGI Technologies and Solutions, Inc. 
October 16, 2016

Agreement No. C-124658. Contract Amendment No. 1
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Amendment to be 
executed by their duly authorized representatives as of the Effective Date.

THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
A Municipal Corporation

CGI Technologies and Solutions Inc.

By: By:
TED ROSS
General Manager
Information Technology Agency

PANKAJ JOSHI 
Vice President

Date: Date:

APPROVED AS TO FORM:
Michael N. Feuer, City Attorney

By:
LAUREL L. LIGHTNER 
Assistant City Attorney

Agreement Number: C-124658Date:

FMS 2.0 Project - City of Los Angeles, CA 
CGI Technologies and Solutions, Inc. 
October 16, 2016

Agreement No. C-124658. Contract Amendment No. 1
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March 22, 2017 REF: EXE-053-17

The Honorable Paul Krekorian 
Councilmember, Second District 
200 N. Spring Street, Room 435 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Attention: Anna Hovasapian

SUBJECT: COMPREHENSIVE JOB CREATION PLAN - CONTRACT MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM - COUNCIL FILE NO. 15-1507

Overview
While unlikely to receive much fanfare, the procurement process (acquisition of materials 
and services) is one of the most critical business processes at the City of Los Angeles. An 
effective City of Los Angeles procurement process results in lower City costs, timely City 
services, visibility into City spending, and job creation among local L.A. businesses. Like 
most government entities, the City of Los Angeles procurement process has grown over 
decades, resulting in a process that is universally perceived as lengthy, complex, and 
difficult for vendors to navigate. Pursuant to City Council Motion (Krekorian/Martinez), 
Council File No. 15-1507, the Information Technology Agency (ITA) has worked closely with 
the Office of the Mayor, Office of the Controller, Office of the City Attorney, General 
Services Department, Public Works Bureau of Contract Administration, and City 
Administrative Officer to develop a Procurement Reform & Technology Working Group, 
research the development of better processes, identify options for an electronic Contract 
Management System, and implement solutions that will greatly improve the City’s 
procurement process for the benefit of L.A. residents and businesses.

Summary of Key Findings
Current City of Los Angeles procurement process results in lengthy, complex 
procurement cycles that are difficult for vendors, especially small businesses, to 
navigate (averaging 432 days from initiation to contract - see Diagram A)

Current procurement process is highly manual and lacks digital technologies that would 
simplify the process for businesses, automate the process for City departments, and 
metricize the process for City management (see Diagram E).

Fiscal year 2015-16 resulted in the creation of 1,529 new City contracts. Even with a 
conservative industry estimate of 5% improvement, the benefits of an improved 
procurement process would result in a savings of tens of thousands of staff hours and 
an annual savings of $12 million. This does not include many qualitative benefits 
related to speed of implementation, vendor competition, local business opportunities, 
and better choices (see CF#15-0850-Procurement Organizational Structure report).
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City of Los Angeles needs a Contract Management System (see ‘Proposed Technology 
Solution’ section on page 8).

Procurement Working Group respectfully proposes the City maximize and integrate 
existing FMS, BAVN, and Documentum investments as a City Contract Management 
System (see ‘Contract Management System Options’ - Option #4). Approach utilizes 
existing City investments, leverages known strengths of existing City platforms, allows a 
phased implementation approach, and is a fraction of the cost of alternatives.

City of Los Angeles has already completed substantial work towards Contract 
Management System using existing platforms (see ‘Work Completed to Date’ section).

The Information Technology Agency, and partner departments, require an additional 
$3,459,270 to complete the Contract Management System over the next two years.

Proposed Contract Management System would greatly improve the user experience 
(UX) for the business community, automate key department processes, provide visibility 
to City management, and even satisfy key City Ethics reporting requirements.

Contract Management System project provides excellent opportunity to “re-engineer” 
City policies (see ‘Policy Opportunities’ section). System will provide continuous data 
and insight into process inefficiencies (e.g. where are contracts held?, what causes re
work?, what factors are reducing competition?, etc).

The State of Procurement At The City of Los Angeles
Like most large government entities, the City of Los Angeles procurement process has 
grown over decades due to increased purchasing requirements, audits, regulatory 
compliance, and City ordinances. While each additional component has a valuable intent, 
this has resulted in an overall process that is universally perceived as lengthy, complex, and 
difficult for vendors to navigate. Based on our research, the following summarizes the “pain 
points” of the City of Los Angeles procurement process:

1. Lengthy Procurement Cycles - Per research completed by the Mayor’s Procurement 
Team, the City of Los Angeles is averaging 432 days from start to completion of a 
procurement cycle for services {see Diagram A below). According to our research, the 
length of the procurement cycle causes substantial impacts for City operations:

Substantial costs in staff and vendor processing time

Considerable delay between identification of need and availability of contract that 
leads to diminished quality of service (i.e. realized value is delayed)

Reduced effectiveness of contracts, especially technology. As sometimes 
quoted, “it takes so long to perform the contract that the technology is already 
outdated”.

City staff are incentivized to look for procurement process workarounds and 
jeopardize core procurement principles (competitive bidding, best value, etc).

o

o

o

o
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Diagram A
Average City of Los Angeles Procurement Cycle vs Peer Cities

Comparison of Los Angeles Peer Cities' 
Procurement Cycle Times

Los Angeles

Houston

Chicago

New York City

0 SO 100 150 200 250 50G 350 400 450 500

■ Average Procurement Cycle Times In Days

Source: 2016 Mayor’s Operations Innovation Team

2. Procurement is Complex and Variable - The existing City process is highly complex, 
with multiple variations depending on various factors (see Diagram B below). According 
to our research, this complexity has resulted in a number of critical impacts to the City:

Difficulty for City staff to utilize the correct process at the appropriate time.

Increased workload for review agencies (Mayor, CAO, City Attorney) and 
additional delays due to re-work

Inconsistent results across departments and review agencies

Fiscal year 2015-16 resulted in the creation of 1,529 new City contracts. Even 
with a conservative industry estimate of 5% improvement, the benefits of an 
improved procurement process would result in a savings of tens of thousands of 
staff hours and an annual savings of $12 million.

o

o

o

o
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Diagram B
Existing Contracting Process Flowchart
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3. Difficult for Vendors to Navigate - Vendors are an integral component of the bid 
process. An easy-to-use City procurement process greatly improves vendor
participation, quality of submissions, competition amongst providers,and better prices for 
the City. In addition, a more simplified and digitized process greatly would greatly 
improve participation by small and medium-sized local Los Angeles
businesses. According to our research, the difficulty for vendors to navigate causes 
substantial impacts for our vendor community and City operations:

Difficulty for vendors, especially small businesses, to navigate the process 
and competitively bid on City contracts

Lower quality contracts and deliverables

Likely higher costs paid due to the lack of robust competition

o

o

o
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Diagram C
Vendor Journey Process Map

CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
MAYOR'S OPERATIONS INNOVATION TEAM
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Source: 2016 Mayor’s Operations Innovation Team

4. Limited Process Management & Transparency - While the procurement process is a 
single business process, it is currently a shared process that is administered across 
multiple entities (see Diagram D below). As a result, no single entity provides review 
and quality assurance for the overall procurement process. In addition, a lack of 
electronic systems for key procurement processes results in a lack transparency into the 
process. Edward Deming famously stated "what gets measured, gets managed”. The 
City of Los Angeles procurement currently lacks the digital tools to effectively monitor, 
manage, and control the process. According to our research, the limited process 
management and transparency results in fundamental impacts:

Procurement process becomes increasingly complex without close 
management of a single City entity

Lack of visibility into bottlenecks and true source of delays (i.e. what are the 
causes of complexity or delays)

Inability for City Ethics to provide automated reports due to lack of digitization

o

o

o
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Diagram D
Procurement Responsibilities by City Entity
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Existing Procurement Process & Technologies
Before proposing a Contract Management System or technologies that could improve the 
state of procurement, the Procurement Reform & Technology Working Group examined the 
current procurement process and technologies already in place. Based upon the research 
and discussions, the group created a simplified diagram (see Diagram E below) to illustrate 
a basic City procurement process, assigning the steps as completed by the business 
community, City departments, or jointly.
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Diagram E
Procurement Process Summary (As-Is)
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Source: Information Technology Agency

Diagram E Key Observations:

Existing process is highly manual and lacks supporting technologies 

Requires substantial processing by City Departments 

Poor visibility into process by City Management

Based on these observations, the Working Group identified the following critical success 
factors for a proposed process (aka "to-be” state):

Business Community — Simplifies

City Departments

City Management

Automates——

Metricizes—

Contract Management System Options
The Information Technology Agency assessed other industries and governments in their 
usage of Contract Management Systems to automate the procurement process.

Option #1: Expand BAVN into City’s Contract Management System^ The working 
group assessed the effort and issues related to digitizing the procurement process entirely 
within the City’s existing bid opportunity website (LABAVN). After demonstrations, 
research, and discussions, the following summarizes the pros and cons of this option:
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Pros: Attractive, user friendly interface. Changes are relatively quick and easy to 
make. The "face” of the City that businesses are familiar with

Cons: BAVN is a custom-built City website that lacks major modules and capabilities to 
perform the requirements of a full contract management system (contract development 
logic, workflows, cybersecurity, version control, user administration, database structures, 
etc). The custom development of these required modules would be very expensive, 
complex, and unwise for the City to build on its own.

H- Option #1 not recommended

Option #2: Expand FMS into City’s Contract Management System
group assessed the effort and issues related to digitizing the procurement process entirely 
within the City’s existing financial system (FMS). After demonstrations, research, and 
discussions, the following summarizes the pros and cons of this option:

Pros: Robust, enterprise "work horse” system. Strong database, security, and
integration with performance and financial process.

Cons: Lacks modules to perform the requirements of a full contract management 
system (simplified user front-end website, contract development, version control, 
etc). The custom development of all additional modules would be very 
expensive. System changes are relatively difficult, lengthy, and complex to make.

H- Option #2 not recommended

The working——

Option #3: Acquire New City Contract Management System
assessed options to publish a Request for Proposal (RFP) and engage a vendor to 
implement a new City Contract Management System that must integrate with existing 
financial system and meet core requirements. After demonstrations, research, and 
discussions, the following summarizes the pros and cons of this option:

Pros: Ability to possibly “centralize” all the processes of procurement within one large 
system

Cons: Limited options for Contract Management Systems. In addition, cost to procure, 
configure, and support ranges from $10 to $25 Million with likely millions of dollars in 
annual support costs.

The Working Group—

Option #3 not recommended.

Option #4: Maximize existing FMS, BAVN, and Documentum Investments as City 
Contract Management System — The City of Los Angeles already uses BAVN to publish 
bid opportunities and engage vendors, FMS for contract performance and payment 
processes, and Documentum as a document management/workflow system. After close 
review, the Working Group recommended the natural integration between these existing 
systems in a streamlined and cost-effective way to provide an end-to-end procurement 
solution for the City of Los Angeles. Opportunities would be posted in BAVN (flexible, 
attractive user experience), with electronic bid submission, award, and financial integration 
in FMS (secure, reliable platform), and contract review, negotiation, and approval workflows 
in Documentum (robust, transparent document management). After demonstrations, 
research, and discussions, the following summarizes the pros and cons of this option:
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Pros: Utilizes existing investments in City systems. Leverages strength of systems to 
provide effective solutions for the multiple City requirements (strong database and 
controls of FMS with user friendly BAVN and niche features of Documentum).

Cons: Requires investment in integration and coordination across City systems, 
alongside business process improvements.

- Option #4 is recommended

Proposed Contract Management System Technology Solution
The Procurement Reform & Technology Working Group recommends Option #4 listed 
above as the best near term solution. If approved and funded, the group proposes the 
following “guiding principles” for the proposed solution:

• Leverage existing technology investments and platforms

• Configuration NOT Customization where possible

• Emphasis on user experience (UX) for business community and City employees

• Leverage Proof of Concepts where no current system exists

• Continual improvement and iteration

• Enter Once, Access Many Systems

Foundational Work Completed-To-Date
In reviewing the analysis of the procurement process that the Mayor’s Operations 
Innovation Team has done, and in consultation with GSD, BCA and CAO, ITA has 
evaluated the features and functions of existing City systems (LABAVN, FMS, and 
Documentum). In light of recent enhancements and upgrades, these systems can be 
integrated and provide a strong technical foundation for an improved procurement p

Based on this evaluation of process and existing technical tools and platforms, ITA has 
determined that a phased approach to automating and streamlining the total - commodity, 
construction and services - procurement process is possible.

Continuing work in the Procurement Reform Project would leverage the what is currently 
being done to integrate the functionality of the legacy Supply Maintenance System (SMS) 
into the upgraded Financial Management System (FMS 2.0). This work is scheduled for 
launch in July, 2017. This upgrade will add a Vendor Self-Service functionality which will be 
configured to automate the Performance & Payment for the vendor.

Because the commodities procurement process is handled solely by a single department - 
GSD, the commodities procurement follows a very structured process and workflow. 
Because there is a single and consistent process workflow, it has been determined that 
commodities automation can be accomplished with little to no process re-engineering. The 
Vendor Self-Service (VSS) module in FMS 2.0 can be configured and expanded to provide 
full automation of the commodities procurement process.

The expanded VSS module will allow GSD to electronically create the commodity bid 
opportunity within FMS 2.0, the opportunity will then be published and managed through
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LABAVN, an interface that is well known and utilized by the business community. ITA will 
implement a public identity management system which will allow businesses to register and 
create business profiles that can be used across all public facing applications and City 
websites. Bidders will utilize their business profiles to securely access the FMS 2.0 VSS 
module to electronically submit their bid responses, and the VSS module will be designed to 
maintain the “look and feel” of the user interface standard that the business community is 
accustomed to with LABAVN, to create a seamless user experience.

GSD will then be able to compare and select an appropriate vendor’s response against the 
City bid, award the bid and create the commodity contract within the FMS 2.0 system. The 
vendor will perform the awarded work and then again, use their business profile to securely 
submit their invoice for payment through VSS. FMS 2.0 will process the vendor’s invoice, 
and the vendor can track the payment process through the VSS interface. Because all the 
legal documents related to the business opportunity have been submitted electronically to 
FMS 2.0, FMS 2.0 will now be a complete “system of record” repository for all commodity 
procurements conducted by the GSD on behalf of the City. This will enable the City to 
utilize FMS 2.0 as the source database for all metrics and statistic generation, including the 
measures required by the Ethics Department according to Los Angeles Municipal Code § 
49.5.11.

Steps to Complete a Citywide Contract Management System
To continue the effort to streamline and automate the remaining City procurement functions 
- construction and services - ITA has begun requirements studies with the departments that 
are most active in these two (2) procurement areas. Preliminary results from these 
meetings indicate that is possible to utilize a common procurement methodology and 
automate components of both the construction and services procurement processes with 
minor modifications to both processes. Further requirements gathering will be necessary to 
determine the type and number of modifications needed to the construction and service 
processes, but it appears that construction and some service bid opportunities could follow 
the process laid out by the commodities procurement process, up to the management and 
creation of the contract process. This will require the following:

1. Attractive Bid Publishing & Vendor Experience Through BAVN - To maintain 
consistency to vendors working with the City, LA BAVN will be enhanced to allow 
for seamless integration between the vendor population and the procurement 
components - FMS 2.0, Adobe AEM Forms, and Documentum. This will provide the 
business community a familiar and easy to navigate interface to the full 
procurement process, and provide transparency to the vendor’s status in the bid 
process.

2. Electronic Bid Submission & Award Through FMS --The expansion of the FMS 2.0 
VSS module to accommodate full automation of commodity procurements is 
anticipated to require an additional $1,750,000 for two (2) change orders ($875,000 
each) over two (2) fiscal years to the current CGI FMS contract.

3. Contract Review, Negotiation, and Approval Workflows Through Documentum - 
Contract Creation To provide the modern foundation for the contract management
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system, the current Documentum install will be upgraded and migrated to a cloud 
based platform, eliminating the need for constant hardware refreshes, and 
improving availability. Once this is completed, the new Documentum case 
management module and licenses will be installed and configured to facilitate 
contract management operation.

4. Vendor Certification & Administration Through Adobe Forms - To streamline and 
automate the process for vendor certification, existing Contract Administration 
forms and workflow will be automated through the Adobe AEM forms management 
platform. This will address the entire suite of procurement forms, and provide 
insight into vendor certification status previously not accessible with the manual 
process.

Diagram F
Proposed Procurement Process
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Source: Information Technology Agency

The one step in the procurement process that both the construction and services 
procurement efforts lack, is a process re-engineering and automation of the contract 
creation and management process. While the current process remains ripe for process re
engineering, modernization and streamlining, the structure of the process, though lengthy in 
its steps and convoluted in variation of steps to be processed, depending on the type and 
variation of procurement (construction and/or service), the basic functionality remains 
simply the tracking and compilation of forms and documents - a negotiated statement of
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work, terms and conditions (Standard Provisions), and schedule of payment - all of which 
can be managed through a document case management system.

The FMS 2.0 system currently uses a document management system, Documentum and 
the ITA is in the process of upgrading and modernizing the City’s forms product to the 
Adobe AEM Forms platform. By combining these two (2) existing tool sets, ITA believes 
that the contract creation and management step in the procurement process can be 
automated, and in the process, provide valuable metrics on which components of the 
contract creation process are the most burdensome, and potentially provide the best cost 
per effort return if modified through a business process improvement review.

It should be noted that to accomplish true procurement reform, the complete procurement 
business process workflow should be reviewed, evaluated, and modified. However, 
because the automation approach ITA is proposing rests on using core functionality within 
technology that the City currently owns, as well as more fully utilizing the functionality and 
stability of the City’s FMS system, ITA believes that as the City continues to work on 
procurement reform, the technology applied to the procurement process will be able to keep 
pace with process changes, cost efficient and effectively.

OpportunitiesPolicy

Next Steps

> Ensure Council approval of the creation of the new Office of Procurement.

Approve the job description of the Chief Procurement Officer and ensure necessary funding 
to support the Procurement Office and associated infrastructure.

Align existing Executive Directives to support the revised roles and responsibilities 
' necessary to begin procurement reform.

Leverage Spikes Cavell analysis and work with GSD to identify and capture initial 
savings opportunities.

v Create a Procurement Excellence Committee to convene the appropriate stakeholders 
impacted by procurement reform to support implementation.

24
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Diagram G
Proposed Procurement Excellence Committee Structure
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Source: Mayor’s Operations Innovation Team

Recommendations
The Information Technology Agency recommends funding and proceeding with the 
proposed Option #4 (Maximize Existing City Investments in FMS, BAVN, and Documentum) 
for a Contract Management System. This may or may not be done in parallel with proposed 
policy changes, such as CF#15-0850 (Procurement Organizational Structure proposal).

Fiscal Impact Statement
Approving the recommendation in this report will result in a General Fund expenditure 
totaling $3,459,270. This is comprised of the following items:

$1,750,000 for the CGI enhancements to accommodate the full procurement process 
integration of construction and services purchasing within the FMS 2.0 and VSS module - 
$875,000 for FY 2017-18, and an additional $875,000 for FY 2018-19.

$1,163,900 for automation of the contract creation and management process through the 
Documentum case management approach. This will address licensing, development to a 
production implementation and staffing for both development and ongoing support and 
maintenance.

$101,970 for automation of certification forms through the Adobe AEM forms management 
platform, which will address the entire suite of procurement forms licensing, e-signature, 
support and maintenance.
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$225,000 for LA BAVN to allow integration between the FMS 2.0 and Documentum contract 
process and maintain LA BAVN.

$218,400 for Contract Project Management services to ensure requirements are met and 
oversight of build and integration across multiple technology projects.

If you have any questions or would like further information regarding this report, please feel 
free to contact me or Joyce Edson, Assistant General Manager, at 213-978-3311.

Respectfully submitted,

Ted Ross
General Manager & CIO

Matt Szabo, Mayor’s Office
John Chavez, Mayor’s Office
Cecilia Castillo, CD 3
Matthew Crawford, Controller’s Office
Tony Royster, GSD
John Reamer, PW-BCA
Claudia Aguilar, CAO
Mandana Khatibshahidi, CLA
ITA Executive Team

cc:
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EXHIBIT C

DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL SERVICES 
FMS 2.0 PROCUREMENT MODULE 

KEY METRICS - FISCAL YEAR 2018

Total Commodity Purchases: $578 million

Count of Purchase Orders Created: 110,000

Count of Items Purchased: 399,000

Active Contracts: 459

Contract Usage: 83.7%

On-line Bids Posted: 1,480

Count of Vendors Registered in VSS: 2,971

Total Payments: $535 million

Number of Invoices Processed: 150,000

Payment Discounts Captured: $1.1 million

Total Inventory Issued to City Departments: $31.2 million

Value of Inventory Managed: $17.6 million


